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Site purpose: 
 
Ten Four Trucking serves Canada and the United States. They have 24/7 dispatch 
services and use two person driving teams to get items delivered faster. They also 
offer refrigerated and dry van transportation with their trucks. The site's purpose 
is to advertise the services they provide such as those mentioned earlier and to 
attract more potential customers. Search Engine Optimization needs to be 
optimized as well as navigation to improve the search rankings and ease of use for 
this website. The use of social media could help magnify this websites presence 
and popularity online, which will result in more customers. Replacing the local 
navigation bar with a global navigation bar that has a drop down feature (thus 
eliminating the need for the local navigation bar) should also be a consideration 
as well. 
 
Site Goals: 
 
• Redesign the website with more metadata to increase this website's 
ranking on search engines. 
• Remain active on social media with regular updates to increase the flow of 
potential customers.  
• Create a better overall feel for the website using new CSS techniques, 
creating a fresh new look. 
• Showcase the benefits of choosing Ten Four Trucking with the 
incorporation of multimedia such as audio and video. 
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• Make track and trace a staple of this website, it is currently not working and 
is an essential part of any industry that delivers large quantities of items. 
 
 
 
Critique: 
 
• This website uses HTML 4, when redesigning the website 
the website should use HTML 5. 
• More Meta description tags are needed to attract more website traffic; the 
tag should be descriptive but kept under 20 words.  
• The creation of a home button should be considered, or at the very least 
clicking on the logo should take you to the home page. About us should be moved 
further right on the navigation bar to make room for the home page link on the 
global navigation bar. 
• Track and trace does not work, this needs to be fixed. 
• Adding alt tags to images would increase accessibility for the disabled. 
• Consider adding a footer like many websites have.  
• Consider a drop down navigation bar using JavaScript. 

• Add real time social media updates. 

• Add a Photo Gallery 

• Add a FAQ page that serves as a support page to lessen call volumes and 
congestion on the phone lines of the company. 
 
 
 
Intended Audience: 
 
The average age of a truck driver is over 47[1]. Traditionally it has been male 
dominated, however there are some women truck drivers. Some are married and 
have children. The income group targeted would be those that earn $40,000 for 
most truck drivers and $70,000 to $80,000 for long haul truck drivers [1] and 
greater than $80,000 for large companies interested in Ten Four Trucking’s 
services. Potential customers would be from anywhere in Canada and the United 
States as that is where Ten Four Trucking’s service area is and they would have a 
purchase history of refrigerated food such as produce, meat and eggs. These 
items could be fresh, frozen or heated. The potential customers would also have a 
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history of dry cargo shipments. The preferred mode of communication for 
customers would vary some would prefer phone (truck drivers most likely), large 
organizations would probably prefer email.  
 

 
 
Ten Four Trucking's refrigerated and dry van transport models are a fundamental part of their business 

 
The level of control of the purchasing decision would be significant for truck 
drivers interested in services and it would be substantial for large organizations. 
The typical product/solution purchase in a segment would probably be 
refrigerated goods. The market for this is simply huge. There are many grocery 
stores that require large deliveries of refrigerated food. A similar product could be 
purchased in the past by customers such as produce. The number of people 
involved in the purchase decision could be a single person such as a local grocery 
store owner, or several people for large organizations such as supermarkets. 
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Previous purchase history would include things such as bottled beverages, meat, 
produce, milk, paper products and machinery. Some barriers that may impede the 
audience’s adoption of the product/service offering could potentially be the cost 
for small business owners as they would not be able to pay as much as larger 
organizations such as supermarkets. 
 
User Scenarios: 
 

 
 
 
 
Name: Mike Smith 
Age: 47 
Occupation: Truck driver 
Gender: Male 
Geographical location: Surrey 
 
Mike Smith has been a truck driver ever since he was 25. Over the years he has 
saved up his money and now owns a small grocery store in Surrey. He is looking 
for a trucking company to deliver produce, milk and dry goods such as cereal to 
his store. He researched trucking companies and found Ten Four Trucking’s 
website online and was pleased to find out that they have refrigerated transport 
and dry van transport. 
 
Since Mike is usually away driving a truck he relies on his wife to help manage the 
family grocery store. His wife is not very business savvy so things must be 
explained to her in a clear and easy to understand way.  
 
Mike and his wife live 20 minutes away from Ten Four Trucking and they were 
able to find information relating to the delivery of goods on the website quite 
easily.  
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Bob Black 
 
Age:65 
 
Occupation: Supermarket chain owner 
 
Gender: Male 
 
Geographical location: Vancouver 
 
Bob Black is a prominent businessman in Vancouver and owns a chain of 
supermarkets. He got his degree in business in 1975 and has dabbled in the 
business world ever since then. In 1990, he opened his first supermarket and has 
15 locations across Canada to this date. He was looking for companies to deliver 
refrigerated goods and came across Ten Four Trucking’s website online. 
 
Since Bob Black is very busy managing his business empire he relies on the CEO of 
the company to help deal with contracts with trucking companies. The CEO of his 
company is very business savvy and things can be explained to him in very 
technical and specific ways. 
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Since Bob Black lives in Vancouver it is about an hour commute to get to Surrey to 
meet the people at Ten Four Trucking so he needs to be able to navigate Ten Four 
Trucking’s website without any issues. 
 
Competitive analysis summary: 
 
This competitive analysis will look at 3 trucking companies that offer similar 
services to Ten Four Trucking. The will be accessed in terms of their pros and cons 
in terms of navigation, accessibility and design. 
 
The 3 competitors are the following: Centurion Trucking Inc., Coastal Pacific 
Xpress and Rai Express Lines LTD.  
 
Centurion Trucking Inc.: 
 
Pros: 
 
- Shipment tracking with username and password based system. 
 
- Image gallery with transitions on the home page. 
 
- Information about refrigerated and dry van transport. 
 
- There is a social media presence on the website. 
 
- A potential customer can request rates. 
 
Cons: 
 
- No search system. 
 
- Shipment tracking requires a username and password, for less frequent 
customers or first time guest users this can be frustrating as most package 
delivering companies for example allow you to enter a tracking number directly. 
- The address doesn’t need to be repeated at both the top and bottom of the web 
page. 
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- There are too many things to fill in for the careers section, it should just list the 
jobs available and what qualifications are needed. 
 
 
Coastal Pacific Xpress: 
 
Pros: 
 
- The resource center provides many useful documents. 
- There is a rate quote feature on the website. 
- The contact list contains information for a variety of departments. 
- The contact list also includes information on their terminals and yards. 
- The logo allows navigation back to the home page. 
 
Cons: 
 
- Services don’t mention refrigerated and dry van transport like many other 
companies do. 
- Page looks static compared to Centurion Trucking’s. 
- There could be a bit more content on the website. 
- There is no home button 
 
 
Rai Express Lines: 
 
Pros: 
 
- Social media links at the bottom of the page. 
- Specifications for equipment. 
- Good use of embedding maps to show the location of the office in contact us. 
- Email links to different departments. 
 
Cons: 
 
- Navigation bar looks a bit outdated. 
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- Careers only mention drivers that are needed; there should be listings for office 
positions as well for those interested. 
 
- The Image gallery on the home page could use more than two images. 
 
- The twitter page for the company has no activity. 
 
- Services could be described in more detail with their own pages for each 
different service. 
 
Content strategy: 
 
Track and Trace should have a way to enter a tracking number to find the status 
of a shipment. A blog section could be added as well as a new about us page with 
some multimedia such as video (about us should be separate from the home page 
and not a part of it). Another possibility is adding buttons for social media pages 
of the company. 
 
Organization: 
 
Some local navigation items should be moved to the global navigation bar with a 
drop down feature as the current local navigation bars are cluttered in some 
cases. About us should be moved further to the right and not be the home page. 
Otherwise, the current global navigation system is well organized. The addition of 
a Photo Gallery and a much needed FAQ would be helpful.  A blog should be 
added but is really just a bonus for the site and would be displayed on the far 
right of the navigation bar. 
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The about us page should not be the home page and more importantly should not be the first thing you see on the navigation bar 

Labeling and grouping: 
 
Services should remove two local navigation links and add them to the global 
dropdown navigation bar these consist of: 
 
• Dispatch and operations 
• Driving teams. 
 
These two are key selling points of the services that this company has and should 
be laid out that way to show it. Consider brief descriptions of each link with scope 
notes. To create more content and reassign existing content a dropdown 
navigation bar is crucial. Narrow down your audience to specifically target them 
by tailoring equipment offerings and services to potential clients such as 
supermarkets. 
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Search: 
 
The current description meta tag just contains the name of the company. This 
should be changed to: Ten Four Trucking Surrey British Columbia located on Scott 
Road and serving Canada and the United States (up to 20 words are allowed in 
the description meta tag). 
 
Adding metadata to company press releases and documents can also drive more 
traffic to the website. 
 
Navigation: Embedded and supplementary. 
 
Embedded: Local navigation should be added to the careers page if deciding on 
keeping the local navigation bars rather than implementing a dropdown global 
navigation bar. In its current form it looks out of place as every other page except 
this page has a local navigation bar. Also separate application forms and 
descriptions should be given to these specific administrative/management 
opportunities in order to help sort who is applying for what position: sales, 
information systems and general administrative areas. These three positions 
should also have their own link within a local navigation bar. Also in the services 
and equipment offering the links for the local navigation bar do not need to be 
repeated as regular hyperlinks within the content of the page as this is redundant 
information. Consider having track and trace become a sub website with detailed 
information on when a package will arrive and estimated delivery dates.  An 
alternative to the local navigation bar that I would recommend would be a drop-
down navigation bar coded in JavaScript.  
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The current careers page could use some more detail with more content and could use the help of a local navigation bar 

 
The existing global navigation bar is good but could use a couple of additional 
categories (put at the far right as they are not as important as the existing 
categories): a FAQ page and a Photo Gallery. The FAQ page can help people 
understand different aspects of the website. A Photo Gallery will help people 
understand what the work environment is at Ten Four Trucking (some companies 
in other industries even have full virtual tours of offices with the necessary 
blurring of confidential company information on computer screens to prevent 
intellectual property theft) and it can also be used to take pictures of the insides 
of the trucks that Ten Four Trucking (I noticed one image of this on the Dry Van 
Transport subpage under the global navigation link equipment offering) has to 
demonstrate the service capabilities of this company when it comes to things 
such as Refrigerated Transport and Dry Van Transport. 
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Supplementary: Adding a site map within a footer would be helpful for this 
website. This would help new customers or those people that are unfamiliar with 
Ten Four Trucking find things on the website without the fear of getting lost in all 
the information presented. 
 
 
Current Site map: 
 

 
 
 
 

Home

About Us Services
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Driving 
Teams

Technology
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Service

Cross Border 
Services

Next Day 
Services
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Security Of 
Freight

Equipment 
Offering

Refrigerated 
Transport

Dry Van 
Transport

Cleanliness of 
Trailers

Customer 
Resources

Track and 
trace

Proof of 
delivery

Quote 
Freight

Document 
Downloads

Contact Us Careers
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Proposed site map: 
 

 

Home

About Us Services

Service Area
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Cross Border 
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Wireframes: Home page 
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Wireframes: About Us page 
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Wireframes: Services 
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Wireframe: Equipment Offering 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix: 
 
Resources: 
 
Photography: 
 
User Scenario 1: Walls, Martin (2006), Dad, Retrieved from: 
http://www.freeimages.com/photo/dad-1437694 
 
User Scenario 2: Humble, Loretta (no date), Senior portraits 1. 
 
Retrieved from: 
http://www.freeimages.com/photo/senior-portraits-1-1258399  
 
News articles: 

1. Lowrie, Morgan (2016): Trucking industry faces labour shortage as it 
struggles to attract young drivers 

Retrieved from: 
https://www.thestar.com/business/2016/05/16/trucking-industry-faces-labour-
shortage-as-it-struggles-to-attract-young-drivers.html 
 
 

http://www.freeimages.com/photo/dad-1437694
http://www.freeimages.com/photo/senior-portraits-1-1258399
https://www.thestar.com/business/2016/05/16/trucking-industry-faces-labour-shortage-as-it-struggles-to-attract-young-drivers.html
https://www.thestar.com/business/2016/05/16/trucking-industry-faces-labour-shortage-as-it-struggles-to-attract-young-drivers.html
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